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OTHER SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION

1. Supervisor and scientific consultant of 3 doctoral students:
   - Supervisor of 1 doctoral student at the moment (topic: *Modeling of Technology enhanced learning environment, enhancing monitoring of learners’ learning achievements and leaning progress*);
   - supervisor of 1 doctoral thesis that was successfully defended in 2016 (topic: *Integration of technology enhanced learning into business organization*);
   - scientific consultant of 1 doctoral thesis that was successfully defended (topic: *Virtual mobility in higher education*).

   During the last 5 years, participation in 4 doctoral thesis defense committees as a committee member, in the field of IT use and/or integration into learning process.

2. UNESCO expert for open educational resources.

3. Member of Editorial boards of 5 research journals:
   - *European Journal of Open, Distance and eLearning* (EURODL)
   - *The International Review of Research in Open and Distance Learning* (IRRODL)
   - Multi - Conference on computer science and information systems journal *Technology and Smart Education*
   - *Informatics in Education*
   - IADIS conference journal *E-learning*

4. Scientific committee member of international and national scientific conferences, e.g. :
   - international conference “Open professional collaboration”, held by Vytautas Magnus University and Lithuanian association of Distance and e-Learning (LieDM), 2015.

5. Invited/keynote speaker in international and national scientific conferences and symposiums, more than 80 presentations in total during the last 9 years. e.g.:
   - Keynote presentation “Opening up of organizations through ICT. Different paths of technology enhanced learning integration into organization”. Unesco IITE, St. Peterborough, Russia, 2016.
   - Invited session “OER adaptation, development and use”, in Unesco IBE - IITE, Google international ICT Forum in India, 2016 m.
   - Invited presenter at Italian e-Learning Association conference in Genova. Presentation “Integration of Open Communities and Education networks in TEL curriculum", 2015.